Introduction
and Miller, 2014).
114
To address the question whether vTT neurons receive top-down signals in association 115 with higher level cognitive processing, we recorded spiking activity of vTT neurons 116 during odor-guided feeding and drinking behaviors. We trained mice to perform two 117 types of odor-guided behaviors in two tasks. One group of mice were trained to 118 associate an odor (either eugenol or vanilla essence) with sugar reward. We also trained 119 these mice to associate a different odor (almond essence) with aversive consequences 120 after sugar eating, i.e., intraperitoneal injection of lithium chloride (Raineki et al., 2009 ).
121
The other group of mice were trained to associate an odor (eugenol) in the odor port 122 with the appearance of water reward in the reward port that is located at the left of the 123 odor port. These mice were trained to associate a different odor (amyl-acetate) in the 124 odor port with no-reward in the reward port. 
Results

134
Scene specific activity of vTT cells during the odor-guided eating or no-eating task 135 Mice were trained to perform an odor-guided behavioral task that required decision 136 making between eating or no-eating based on the presented odor cue (Fig. 1a) . We 137 randomly presented sugar on a dish with one of three different cue odors (eugenol, 138 vanilla essence, or almond essence) at an arbitrary position in the test cage. In the 139 training sessions, eugenol odor and vanilla odor were associated with sugar reward, 140 whereas almond odor was associated with sugar and aversive consequence (LiCl 141 injection). After the learning, mice showed high accuracy rate (> 0.8) of eating or 142 no-eating behavioral response to the cue odor throughout the session (Fig. 1b, 5 143 trials/block, average for 63 sessions from 6 mice). We presented also powder chow on a 144 dish in trials that were randomly inserted among the above trials.
145
When the food dish was presented, the mouse approached the dish, and upon arrival at 146 the dish the mouse showed either eating behavior or no-eating behavior depending on 147 the odors attached to the food dish (Fig. 1a) . We defined approaching scene as the time 148 window between the start of approach behavior and the arrival at the food dish. We also 149 defined eating scene as the time window between the arrival at the food dish and the end 150 of eating, and no-eating scene as the time window between the arrival at the dish and 10 151 sec after the arrival during which the mouse did not eat any food. Average duration of 152 the approaching scene was 3.5 sec in case of odor-guided eating behavior and 2.9 sec in 153 case of odor-guided no-eating behavior. At the timing about 6.0 sec after the mouse 154 started to eat in eating trials, we suddenly deprived the food dish even though the mouse 155 was in the middle of eating. We defined deprivation scene as the time window between 156 the moment of the food deprivation and 5 sec after the deprivation.
158
We measured spiking activity of individual vTT cells in six mice using extracellular 159 tetrode recordings while the mice performed the eating and no-eating tasks (Fig. 1c) . To directions during the scene development.
169
One type of vTT cells were characterized by their increased spiking rate during the 170 eating scene (Fig. 1d) . These cells increased their spiking activity when the mouse 171 arrived at the dish and started to eat sugar or powder chow and continued the increased 172 spiking activity during the eating scene until the food deprivation (Fig. 1d left) . These 173 cells rapidly decreased the spiking activity when the food dish was deprived (Fig. 1d 174 right). Because the maximal firing of these cells occurred during the eating scene and 175 such high-frequency firing was absent in the absence of eating scene in no-eating task, 
180
Another type of vTT cells showed decreased firing rate during the eating scene ( Fig.   181 1e). These cells decreased spiking activity upon the arrival at the dish (Fig. 1e, left) , and 182 the suppression of spiking activity continued during the eating scene until the food was 183 deprived (Fig. 1e, right) . In response to the food deprivation, these cells rapidly food intake (Fig. 2b top) . 
209
Many instrumental scene cells began to decrease their firing rate before the mice 210 touched the food dish (Fig.2b bottom) , indicating that the firing rate decrease during the 211 pre-touch period was not due to sensory inputs caused by actual food intake.
212
Furthermore, these cells suddenly increased their firing rate before the food was 213 deprived (Fig. 2b bottom) , indicating that the firing rate increase during the 214 pre-deprivation period was not caused by actual food deprivation.
216
These eating scene cells and instrumental scene cells showed only a minor change in 217 firing rate when the mouse detected learned aversive odor (almond) and did not show 218 eating behavior (Fig 1d, e, and Fig 2c, and d) . To quantify the firing rate change of the 219 scene cells at the transitions from approach scene to eating scene and from approach 220 scene to no-eating scene, we aligned the firings of vTT cells in reference to the timing 221 when the mouse arrived at the dish and examined the attached odor (3.5 sec on average 222 after the start of approach behavior). We compared the average firing rate during a late 223 approaching scene (from 1.5 to 3.5 sec on average after the start) with that during an 224 early eating scene (from 3.5 to 5.5 sec on average after the start) in each scene cell (Fig.   225 2e). Forty-three percent of eating scene cells showed a significant increase of average 226 firing during the early eating scene (E in Fig. 2e , upper left graph) compared with that 227 during the late approaching scene (A in Fig. 2e , upper left graph) in eating trials. In the 228 absence of eating scene in the no-eating trials, the average firing rate of these cells 229 showed no significant change during an early no-eating scene (from 3.5 to 5.5 sec on 230 average after the start of approach) compared with that during the late approaching 231 scene ( Fig. 2d top and 2e , upper right graph).
232
Sixty-nine percent of instrumental scene cells showed a significant decrease in average 233 spiking activity in an early eating scene compared with the late approaching scene in 234 eating trials, whereas the firing rate of these cells showed no significant change in the 235 early no-eating scene in no-eating trials ( Fig. 2d bottom and influence is absent at the transition from approach scene to no-eating scene. Although individual scene cells showed maximal firing rate in a specific scene, each 241 scene cell showed a variety of firing pattern within the scene (Fig. 2a) showed maximal firing rate at the initial part of the eating scene, whereas another subset 249 of eating scene cells were tuned to the middle part of the eating scene and the third 250 subset of eating cells to the end part of the eating scene just before the food deprivation.
251
We noted also the possibility that the recorded vTT cells represent all the scenes and 252 sub-scenes that develop during the odor-guided eating task, which prompted us to 253 define scenes and sub-scenes in more detail. The mouse was required to sniff the cue odor and then keep nose poking for 500 ms 
268
If go-cue odor (eugenol) was presented, the mouse was required to move to and poke 269 its head into the left water port within 2 sec to obtain water reward. The period of 270 moving from the odor port to the water port was defined as moving scene. At the water 271 port, the mouse was required to keep its head in the port for 300 msec to wait for water 272 delivery (waiting scene). Three hundred msec after the head poke, a drop of water (6 l) 273 was delivered (Fig 4a-1) . Drinking scene was defined as the 1.2 sec period from the start 274 of water delivery.
275
If no-go-cue odor (amyl acetate) was presented, the mouse was prohibited from poking 276 9 its head into the water port for 2 sec after the end of odor delivery (No-go scene) ( Fig.   277 4a-2). After mice were well trained, the behavioral accuracy kept more than 80% in a 278 block (20 trials / block) throughout a session (average for 57 sessions from 6 mice, Fig.   279 4b).
281
We recorded the spiking activity of a total of 346 vTT cells from six mice using 282 tetrodes while mice performed the odor-guided Go/No-Go task (Fig. 4c) . To examine To classify the firing patterns of vTT cells during the scene development in the go 287 trials, we used PCA of the firing pattern of vTT cells followed by unsupervised 288 hierarchical clustering (Fig. 5a ). This yielded six major clusters of cells. Four clusters of 289 them showed highly increased firing rate in one or two specific scenes (Fig. 5a , b, light 290 blue, red, dark green and pink) whereas two clusters showed highly increased firing rate 291 in more than two scenes (Fig. 5a , b, yellow and light green). The PCA sorted 13 cells (4.5 %) into waiting scene cell cluster, and average firing rate an example is shown at the 3 rd histogram from the top in Fig. 5c ).
306
The PCA sorted 32 cells (11.1 %) into drinking scene cell cluster. The average firing 307 rate of cells in this cluster was maximal in the drinking scene (pink cluster in Fig. 5a , b,
308
an example is shown at the bottom histogram in Fig. 5c ). the odor-guided reward-directed behavior (Fig. 6a ).
339
We expected that, when a go-cue odor was presented in the go trials, the odor checking show higher firing rate in go-trials (blue line) at the odor presentation period and 368 continued the higher firing rate during the subsequent odor cessation period.
369
These results indicate that the firing pattern of odor checking scene cells differ clearly 370 depending on the odor-guided prediction of the future scene. Many odor checking scene 371 cells showed higher firing rate during the presumptive reward predicting sub-scene after 372 go-odor stimulation whereas they showed lower firing rate during the presumptive 373 no-reward predicting sub-scene after no-go odor stimulation.
374
We also observed that some approaching and moving scene cells, waiting scene cells (Fig. 7c) .
399
A number of retrogradely-labelled (CTB-positive) cell bodies were identified in the OB,
400
APC, PPC, and mPFC, whereas CTB-positive cell bodies were hardly observed in the 401 anterior olfactory nucleus (AON), which is located just dorsal to the vTT (Fig. 7d) .
402
To examine cortical areas that receive axonal projection from vTT cells, we injected these cells. However, we also noted that a subset of vTT cells showed highly increased 437 firing rate at two or more different scenes (Fig. 5a, b) . to be handled and processed mainly by corresponding scene cells in the vTT (Fig. 8) only during a particular scene of learned feeding and drinking behaviors (Fig. 8) . 
504
To examine these possibilities in more detail, it is necessary to record afferent synaptic In the odor-guided eating or no-eating task, many eating scene cells began to increase 510 their firing rate before the mouse start to eat the food. This observation raised the 511 possibility that the increase in firing rate of eating scene cells during the pre-eating 512 scene was not due to the sensory inputs generated by eating but might be due to the 513 prediction of eating based on the sensory inputs from the cue odor. Furthermore, many 514 instrumental scene cells suddenly increased their firing rate before the food was 515 deprived (Fig. 2b bottom) , indicating that the firing rate increase during the 516 pre-deprivation period was not caused by actual food deprivation. We speculate that the 517 mouse noticed the experimenter's hand coming closer to the food dish and predicted 518 that the food dish will be deprived soon (Fig. 2b bottom) 
620
After these trainings, we examined the mice to perform odor-guided eating or 621 no-eating task. We randomly presented sugar on the dish with one of three different cue 622 odors (eugenol, vanilla essence, or almond essence). Almond odor was presented in 623 20% probability. We presented also powder chow on the dish in trials that were 
627
For the odor-guided Go/No-go task (Fig. 4a) Wire, single wire diameter 12.5 m, gold plated to less than 500 K). Two other screws 664 were threaded into the bone above the cerebellum for reference. These electrodes were 665 connected with an electrode interface board (EIB-18, Neuralynx) on the microdrive.
666
The microdrive array was fixed to the skull with LOCTITE 454 (Henkel Corporation, or no-eating task, we standardized each scene time in each trial to average scene time.
707
We calculated PETH using 50 msec bin width and smoothed by convolving spike trains 708 with a 100 msec wide Gaussian filter. To avoid influence of the firing rate differences, 
714
To determine whether a cluster showed a significant scene-specific activity, we used an adaptor (Hamilton, 55750-01).
754
We unilaterally or bilaterally injected 300 nl of CTB conjugated Alexa 555 (Thermo 
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